
2017 Barnaby's Tournament  

RULES

 Coin toss determines home team (for all games) 15 minutes before scheduled game time.
 No time limit on games.
 No leading off bases.
 No advancement of batter on dropped 3rd strike.
 Courtesy runner for catcher with 2 outs.
 Little League approved bats (no big barrel bats).
 Batting/Fielding has 3 options, chosen before game starts, each team chooses their own option:

o Bat 9:  Normal substitution. Starter may re-enter once in same batting position.

o Bat 10 (9 + Extra Hitter):  Normal substitution except Extra Hitter. Extra Hitter may bat 
anywhere in lineup and may substitute defensively at any time for player in field. Replaced 
defensive player is now Extra Hitter, but batting order remains unchanged. Other players on 
bench substitute in regular manner. Starter may re-enter once in same batting position.

o Bat Entire Roster:  Free substitution for players in field.  Batting order remains unchanged.

 Pitcher may pitch a rolling 6 innings every 2 games.
 Pitcher may not leave mound defensively and return to pitch later in same game.
 Adults may warm up pitcher between innings.
 Pitcher eligibility ends on 2nd mound visit in inning or 3rd visit in game to same pitcher.
 10 run rule after 3 ½ innings.
 No mandatory play.
 Maximum of 15 players per roster.
 No batting practice, soft toss, hit-stick (or similar) on fields.
 No on deck batter on field.
 7 minutes for pre-game infield warm-up for each team.
 Managers are responsible for coach/fan behavior.
 3 manager+coaches maximum in dugout.

Pool Play Tie Breaking Procedure
Teams will be seeded in the pool utilizing the following tie breaking procedure.  Start with criteria #1 Win-Loss
Record and work down towards #5 Coin Flip.  If more than 2 teams are tied, determine 1 team to promote and 
then break tie between remaining teams starting with criteria #1 and working down list.  Repeat until all teams 
are promoted to final pool order.

1. Win-Loss Record: Record in pool play.
2. Head-To-Head: The result of head-to-head play.
3. Runs Allowed Ratio: The total number of runs given up in all pool play games played by that team, 

divided by the number of half-innings played on defense in pool play games by that team. This provides 
the number of runs given up per half-inning by that team: the Runs-Allowed Ratio. Any part of a half-
inning played on defense will count as a complete half-inning on defense for the purposes of computing 
the Runs-Allowed Ratio.

4. Runs Scored Ratio: Calculated in same fashion as Runs Allowed Ratio but using runs scored and half-
innings played on offense.

5. Coin Flip: If there is still a tie, use coin flip to determine team to promote.
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